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WOODEN SENSORY SET
Keep baby busy with these Activity Blocks. These 4 sensory
blocks are unique and combine wood and plastic.
Encourages baby to discover colours, sounds, textures and
motion. Encourages gross motor skills through stacking
and

HOW TO PLAY?
Stimulating your baby's senses from its earliest stages is extremely important for his
development. Help baby build the four foundations of discovery with these wooden
sensory blocks. These stackable wooden block set includes 4 building blocks, each
intended to engage baby in a fun and purposeful way. The Listening toy squeaks, the
Visual toy includes high-contrast patterns for visual development, the Touch toy involves
tactile discovery, and the Fine Motor Skills toy features small arms for twisting and turning.
Introduce him to the four blocks and let your baby try to stack, twist, touch and spin them
on his own in this multi-sensory wooden block game.
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MAGIC PIANO
For those who are still teething, this beautiful piano is
an ideal toy. With this piano babies will be able to bite
it, play with the handle and its two beads or listen to
music with it! The sounds and colors will collaborate
with the development of their stimulation.

HOW TO PLAY?
Now that your baby can sit on his own, let him play the piano to discover all that this toy
has to offer on his own. Do not show him the keys, let him press them to discover that
they produce sounds. In this way he will experience and understand the cause-effect
relationship. He will also discover that when moving the rings (fine motor skills), the type
of noise is different. It is an ideal toy for them to experiment their sensitivity.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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FARM ANIMALS BOOK
This fun baby book is ideal to introduce them to reading and
curiosities of the farm from a very young age. The bright and
cheerful illustrations will promote their visual development. In
addition, it is made of safe wood, so they can bite it without any
risk.

HOW TO PLAY?
The habit of reading should be encouraged from a very young age. The best way to enjoy this
book is to sit your little one on your lap and let him experiment with it first. Let him touch it, hit
it and turn the pages by themself. Little by little you will be pointing to the animals and you
should indicate the name of the animal and then the sound that animal makes. 
By repetition, your little one will be learning the names of all the animals on the farm. Little by
little you will see how he is expanding his vocabulary. For example, the first time you read the
book you can say "cow", the second time add "moo", the third time add "moo cow", the fourth
"moo milk cow", and so go on relating new words to each animal. This will help them become
familiar with new vocabulary.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one already sits for long periods of time and loves to play on the floor. This toy
is ideal to get started and become familiar with puzzles, since it is a simple basic and
recognizable shape and has a wooden knob so that the grip of the piece is appropriate for
his age. Let him grasp it in and out as many times as he wants and constantly practice the
pincer motion with his fingers. A very important game to exercise fine motor skills as well
as concentration and hand-eye coordination. It is also very beneficial for acquiring
problem-solving skills. It benefits the practice of the child's own correction, important for
him to learn on his own, since he will not need help to know whether he has made a
mistake, because the circle only fits if it is put in the right way.

Your baby is at a stage where he likes to touch everything
he sees. He is discovering the world through his hands.
And this simple one-piece puzzle will allow him to
experience new feelings at the same time that he begins to
fit pieces and develop spatial sense and fine motor skills.

CIRCLE PUZZLE

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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HOW TO PLAY?
Let your baby freely experiment with the ball, allow him to try to grab it with his little
hands first so that he becomes familiar with it. The sound of the inner bell will motivate
him to shake it and drop it to listen that funny noise. And that will motivate your baby to
go for it when the ball escapes, prompting him to move and crawl after it. As soon as he
succeeds, the ball might be sneaky and will continue to roll and your baby will try to reach
it again. It is ideal for stimulate crawling and movement. In addition this is a toy that will
your baby will continue to use in the following stages of growth, giving it other uses such
as practicing body coordination.

CRAWL BALL
A nice and colorful soft ball with a velvety touch to
stimulate your baby to start crawling. Fun is assured!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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